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SPECIAL TREASURE SEEKER EDITION

Australia is beautiful,
friendly, exciting ... and
full of gems and gold!

Fossicking for gemstones and
prospecting for gold is becoming an increasingly popular
pursuit among the growing legions of grey nomads.
And it’s not hard to see why.
Basically, there’s a half decent
chance you might actually find
something of value!
Some areas of Australia have
become synonymous with
their hidden treasure. The
Golden Triangle of Central
Victoria for its gold, the gemfields of Central Queensland
for their sapphires, and Coober Pedy, Lightning Ridge and
Andamooka for their opals.
But travelling Australia is full
of surprises and some of your
most memorable finds and
most memorable moments
might come at one of the
many ‘less famous’ fossicking
or prospecting sites. There
are literally hundreds of other
places out there where you can
find all manner of sparkling
and non-sparkling things.
They include Topaz, quartz,
diamonds, zircon, alluvial
gold, muscovite, tourmaline,
jasper, amethyst, calcite,
thunder eggs, crystals, citrine,
petrified wood, magnetite,
prehnite and microline.
And, best of all, you don’t necessarily have to be an expert to

A grey nomad looks for sapphires in Queensland’s gemfields

find most of it. In many cases,
you just need determination,
patience, and a good eye.
There are plenty of treasure
seeking opportunities all over
the country and – although
there are different regulations
in each state – if a permit is
required, it is generally easy
to obtain and inexpensive.
Almost inevitably, most good
fossicking and detecting sites
are in fairly remote spots,
and free camping areas have
sprung up around many.
In some of the more popular
areas, there are caravan parks
or other businesses that offer
guidance, hire out equipment,
and tell visitors of the best
spots to try their luck.
Many travellers find there’s
something raw and primitively
satisfying about physically
digging something out of the
ground, and then following it
through to becoming a piece
of jewellery. Some fossicking
trail veterans have even ac-

quired their own gem-cutting
materials and skills.
It’s amazing how gold and
gemstone fever seems to afflict
people from all walks of life
with equal intensity. Former
high-flyers who are travelling
in a luxury rig may find more
joy in unearthing a decent
sapphire than they ever did in
closing a million dollar deal!
For some beginners, one of
the most disheartening things
can be to be told by a grubby,
experienced-looking fossicker
or prospector that they’re not
finding anything at all. This is
the oldest trick in the treasure
seeker’s book. After all, would
you want the world and his
wife to know that you were
pulling out some real beauties
from a particular spot?
Good luck on your treasure
search. It really is a lot of fun
and, at the very least, you’re
guaranteed to meets some
genuine characters.
Click to comment

Follow the
rules on the
road to riches

Each state and Territory has
slightly different fossicking/
prospecting rules and regulations governing what you
can do, where you can do it,
and what documentation you
require. There are also limitations on what equipment
you can use, although this is
an unlikely to be an issue for
the average casual treasure
hunter.
For more information/permits, click on the links below:
New South Wales
Northern Territory
Queensland
South Australia
Tasmania
Victoria
Western Australia
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We dig the Big Lap
These lucky grey nomads
struck gold when they
opted for life on the road

After taking early retirement
in 2015, Dave and Ruth Manning couldn’t wait to hitch up
their caravan and go seek their
fortune on the open road.
“We both love gold and gem
fossicking,” said Ruth. “So,
our gold detectors and our
panning equipment were
the first ‘toys’ to go into our
27-year-old Toyota Troopie.”
The couple started their endless treasure hunt in New
South Wales where they
struck out at Stuart Town, but
then struck gold near Ophir
with a couple of nice little
nuggets.
“They were possibly worth
enough to buy a couple of
new wiper blades for the
Troopie but it was great fun,”
said Ruth. “It’s the thrill
of the chase that gets you
hooked and, although we’ve
dug enough lead shot to fill a
coffee mug, we still dig every
‘signal’ ... just in case!”
In Victoria, the pair found
another nugget at Tarnagulla,
and while at Whroo, near
Rushworth, they came across
a few terrific relics from the
gold rush days, including
some old metal buttons.
“We did quite a lot of panning
at Eldorado in Victoria where
we found a few nice sapphires,
smokey quartz, some alluvial
gold and a couple of small
nuggets,” Ruth said. “That was
FNQ Fossicking
& Prospecting
Specialists
www.nightskysecrets.com.au
Ph:1300 843 759

Ruth is hoping to strike
gold (left).
Dave and
Ruth travel in
a 27-yearold troopie
and a caravan (above)

a buzz ... not worth a lot of
money, but a heck of a lot of
fun to see them in the bottom
of the pan.”
The couple enjoy panning in
the creeks, often wearing long
waders if the water is cold,
but they say digging holes
looking for gold in the blazing
heat requires dedication and
concentration.
“While detecting, one has to
be prepared to put up with
flies, mozzies, prickly bushes,
ants and sometimes snakes,
but it is great fun to be out in
the bush, very therapeutic,”
said Ruth. “We’ve met some
great characters along the way,
including a lot of grey nomads
and part-time fossickers who
are sometimes so keen they
leave at daylight and get back
to camp at sundown.”
While in Tassie last summer,

the Mannings found some
nice little sapphires, smokey
quartz and chalcedony and
zircons while panning near
Derby in the north-east.
“It was so peaceful just sitting
on a tripod stool on the edge
of the water, shaking the sieves
and seeing what was there,”
said Ruth. “Our stones are just
stored away in our ‘precious’
jar but, if we ever settle down
again, we would love to cut
and polish our little beauties.”
And would they recommend
treasure hunting to other grey
nomads?
“Definitely,” said Ruth.
“Sometime you’re lucky and
sometimes you’re not, but the
thrill of maybe finding that
elusive big gold nugget makes
it all worthwhile.”
Click to comment
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Getting set
to find your
fortune
While beginner’s luck has
seen the odd enthusiastic
traveller pull a giant gemstone from the ground, the
most successful fossickers
tend to be those who gain at
least a rudimentary understanding of what’s involved.
Having the right equipment
and studying maps to know
where to go is a good start
... and then the hard work
begins. The top soil contains
vegetation, the sub-soil
supports the top soil, and
beneath that is a rubbly or
friable band containing iron
stones, small pebbles and
maybe medium sized basalt
rocks. This is known as the
‘wash’ and is the remnants
of an ancient creek or river
bed. All of the above rests on
a bed of clay. It is in the wash
that the sapphires and other
gemstones are found.
The Geelong Gem Club says
a common method to find
the gemstones is to remove
the dust from the ‘wash’, and
clean the stones using sieves
and a Willoughby (a device
which dunks your find into a
container of water). The sieve
is then flipped upside down
and the clean stones dumped
onto a hessian bag on a table
positioned in the sunlight.
Starting at the centre, the
washed stones are carefully
examined for colour. Most
gemstones will stand out
when wet.

POTCH & COLOUR
Underground Apartment
Truly PET FRIENDLY

COOBER PEDY
South Australia
www.potchandcolour.com.au
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Happy hunting grounds
It always helps to know
what you are looking for
... and where to look
Gem-seeking grey nomads are
blessed in that they are lucky
enough to be travelling in a
geologically-gifted country
which produces a huge variety
of precious gemstones ... and
they are there to be found.
Below is a description of some
of the most sought-after gems
... and just a few of the best
places to get out to look for
them. This is not an exhaustive
list and there are many, many
places across the country to
fossick for gems.
Opal
is best
described
as amorphous silica, a solidified jelly
that has no crystal structure.
Precious opal reflects light
with a play of brilliant colours
across the visible spectrum
with red being the most
valued.
Where to find:
NSW: Lightning Ridge,
Grawin, White Cliffs
SA: Coober Pedy, Andamooka, Mintabie
QLD: Opalton, Yowah
Sapphire
is made up
of mainly
aluminium
oxide, but traces of different
elements can cause varying
colours. If a stone is red then it
is known as a ruby.
Where to find:
QLD: Anakie, Rubyvale, Sapphire, Glenalva, The Willows
NSW: Inverell, Glen Innes
Topaz is
a hydrous
silicate

Digging for gemstones (left)
PIC: the Gem Den

Loking for sparkle (above)
PIC: Tourism NSW

of aluminium and fluorine,
it often occurs in acid igneous rocks, such as granite.
Common natural colours in
Australia are clear, pale honey
yellow, pale blue.
Where to find:
VIC: Beechworth
QLD: Mt Surprise, O’Briens
Creek
TAS: Killiecrankie Bay, Flinders Island
NSW: Torrington
Garnet:
There are
about five
varieties
of garnet, which distinguish
the colour of each stone.
In Australia mostly pyrope
(which is blood-red to black)
and aimandine (which is
brownish-red to black) are
found.
Where to find:
Garnet can be found in many
sites in Australia. Two of
the most prolific sites are
the Harts Range area in the
Northern Territory and Fullarton River in Queensland.
NT: Harts Range
QLD: Fullarton River
Zircon
has the
same
reflective properties as diamond;
colourless forms of zircon are

commonly used as imitation
diamonds. Zircon comes in
two varieties. Hyacinth range
in colours of orange, reds and
browns. Jargon are colourless
stones that are used to simulate diamonds.
Where to find:
NT: The Mud Tank
QLD: Sapphire
Quartz
is one of
the most
common
semi-precious stones found
throughout Australia. It is
usually associated with sedimentary igneous and metamorphic rocks. Quartz
crystals generally occur as
hexagonal prisms with termations shaped in the form of a
pyramid.
Where to find:
NSW: Mt Hope, Inverell
VIC: Beechworth, Mooralla
WA: Yellowdine Lake
QLD: Cloncurry
NT: Wave Hill
Peridot:
When
used as a
gemstone
olivine is
known as peridot. There are
two varieties of olivine. Forsterite, which is white, green or
yellow, and fayalite, which is
greenish-yellow to black.

Where to find:
QLD: Chudleigh Park
VIC: Mortlake
Moonstone:
The gem
variety
of feldspar called moonstone
is characterised by the sheen
effect it exhibits. This silvery
white to light blue effect can
be seen when the stone is
turned in certain directions.
Moonstones are believed by
some to have mystical and
healing properties.
Where to find:
QLD: Moonstone Hill
Prehnite
occurs as
a green
to yellow
crystalline rock. The translucent variety facets beautifully.
Gemstones found in the Wave
Hill area of Kalkarindji include prehnite, smokey quartz,
agate, jasper, amethyst, citrine
crystal and csalcite.
Where to find:
NT: Wave Hill Station

• Information
courtesy of
Geelong
Gem Club
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A new gold rush
There’s gold in them thar
hills ... and some grey
nomads are keen to find it
Gold prospecting grey nomads
are following in the footsteps
of legends. The ‘Gold Rushes’
of more than a century ago
helped define many of the areas in which today’s caravanners
and motorhomers travel, and
gave them a unique character
which survives to this day.
Today’s generation of gold
seekers have one key advantage over their predecessors ...
technology. The advent of ever
more advanced metal detectors significantly increases the
prospects of striking it rich,
but it does come at a cost. A
good metal detector that will
give you a good chance of finding gold can cost thousands of
dollars.
As the technology has advanced, modern gold detectors
has given prospectors a chance
of finding gold not only in
unexplored places, but also in
spots that have previously been
‘swept’ by others as they dectect things at greater depth.
You don’t have to have super
expensive equipment to hunt
for gold, however. You can
get going with a high-quality
pickaxe, shovels, some good
maps and a bit of determination. Other equipment that can
be used, depending on your
seriousness and skill levels, are
the good old gold pan, sieves,
a wooden box shaped like a

Eureka! A handful of gold could change your Big Lap

PIC: Tourism WA

baby’s cradle that is rocked in
a sideways motion as water is
added, a hand-operated sluice
box, or even a hand-operated
dry blower.
Whichever method you
choose, be warned that there
are no guarantees in the gold
hunting business, and what
you put in is not always what
you get out. And, of course, the
reverse is also true ... and that’s
what make it all so exciting.
On any given day, you may
spend a fruitless eight hours
scrambling around in the mud
and the dust, or you might be
shouting ‘Yeeehaiii’ and planning a significant upgrade to
your rig.
In terms of where to go, the
Golden Triangle of Central
Victoria has legendary status
thanks to its consistent yields
of monster finds by ecstatic
amateurs; the goldfields of
Western Australia are also

“pound for pound the world’s best pick”

Spotting a glint of gold can
be a real thrill PIC: Tourism NSW

highly productive; and there
are also some fields in New
South Wales; some in Queensland; and some in Northern
Territory.
Gold, perhaps like no other
material on Earth, has the
ability to get pulses racing and
heart rates rising. And, for
most grey nomads, that surge
of excitement will be almost
as intense when finding a tiny
speck as when finding a giant
nugget ... almost!
Good luck!
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Nomads urged
to seek safely
Gem seeking and gold
prospecting is a great hobby
for grey nomads but it does
commonly involve travel
into remote country ... so
commonsense safety precautions must be taken.
The WA Department of
Petrol and Mines recommends treasure seekers:
plan their trip carefully; let
someone know their precise
plans; have a reliable contact
at home; leave behind a
copy of maps marking roads
likely to used and possible
camping and prospecting
areas; leave details of the vehicles and people on the trip
and phone/satellite numbers; organise scheduled
calls and agree on a back-up
plan if the call is missed;
familiarise themselves with
communication devices.
Travellers should keep upto-date with conditions by
contacting local councils for
road and weather updates
and water and fuel sources;
landowners for track conditions and any local activity;
and the police for road conditions, and safety alerts.
They should carry an
emergency communication
device (e.g. satellite phone,
personal locator beacons
(PLB), personal satellite
tracking system), adequate
water (at least 4-6 litres per
person per day), enough
food, first-aid kit, emergency kit (e.g. matches, whistle,
mirror, thermal blanket),
and appropriate clothing
and footwear.

ccpicks
Enquires-orders
m: 0416 217 189

e: craig@ccpicks.com.au
w: www.ccpicks.com.au
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My biggest find has
been fun & friendship
‘Finding a giant gold nugget
would be nice ... but that’s
not the real reason I do this’
by David Metcalf
I’ve been playing around with
a metal detector for years so,
when I retired and headed out
into the Big Playground, the
idea of more prospecting appealed to me.
While I’ve got a couple of
friends who take it seriously
and find gold, to me it’s more
about the thrill of the hunt
than the size of the nugget.
There may well be a 10-kilo
nugget out there with my
name on it, but I just love exploring and finding surprises.
I wasn’t serious enough to
justify the purchase of a
top-of-the range detector like
my friends and, after a lot of
research, I purchased the Garrett Ace 250 on eBay, along
with a sieve and protective
plate for about $200. There are
also shops that sell both new
and used machines.
My finds to date have been
varied and, in the early days, I
found several thousand drink
can ring pulls and almost the
same amount of bottle tops,
along with a few coins! Like
most people, I didn’t do an
in-depth study of the metal
detector instructions until one

Metal detecting on the beach (main pic) David’s rig (inset)

Respect areas
where you dig
Fossicking for gems and
prospecting for gold is a superb hobby for grey nomads,
but it does come with certain
responsibilities. Regardless
of your geographical location, the basic principles of
respect apply. Always make
sure you have permission
from relevant authorities
or landowners to fossick or
prospect, seek to leave the
area as close as possible to
the condition in which you
found it, and only take what
you are permitted to take.

MainPIC: Editor5806

wet day camped beside the
beach, I discovered that it is
almost as discerning as I am!
The Garrett can be set for
non-ferrous metals, along
with a number of other options, and can discriminate
against objects like ring pulls
and bottle tops. What a relief!
Some of my better finds have
been working the beach after a
weekend and collecting all the
coins that have been left for
me by generous beachgoers. I
suspect that I have recouped
the cost of the machine, but
it doesn’t really matter as I’ve
had heaps of fun wandering
on beautiful beaches, and
chatting to all the people who
stop to see what you have
found and to discuss beach
prospecting.
One of my best outings was
when my Grandchildren
tried detecting at the bounc-

ing pillow in a caravan park
and found enough coins to
hire a Go Kart from the park
for each day we were there.
I have since found this area
to be more profitable than
the beach, and another good
return option is areas where
there has been a local market
or reasonable size sporting
event. Charities that you
donate these funds to also add
greatly to the enjoyment and
satisfaction of prospecting.
In terms of etiquette, you need
to be aware that some people
take prospecting on beaches
very seriously and will let you
know in no uncertain manner
that this is their turf and you
are not welcome.
So, I am still looking for my
once in a lifetime find ... but I
am definitely still having fun
doing it!
Click to comment

When dreams come true!
When 68-year-old former
garbage collector Syd Pearson
took off on yet another gold
prospecting trip last December, he didn’t realise he was
about to become the ultimate
treasure seeker’s poster boy.
While sweeping an area near
Dunolly in Victoria’s Golden
Triangle, his gold detector
hummed ... and then his pick

GEMS AND GOLD

‘clunked’ against something
solid ... it turned out to be the
Lady Catherine, a 4.3kg gold
nugget worth $300,000.
After four decades of trying,
Syd had found the ‘big one’.
Victoria’s Golden Triangle,
bordered by the towns of
Avoca, Castlemaine and Wedderburn, produces some of the
purest gold in the world.

WAFFLES
& GEMS
Café / Shop
ITALIAN COFFEES
Freshly Baked Sweet & Savoury
BELGIAN WAFFLES & PANCAKES
TOASTED FOCACCIA ROLLS
PIES & GLUTEN FREE PIES
MILK SHAKES, FRUIT SMOOTHIES

CUT PRECIOUS OPAL
WE'VE BEEN MINING FOR 30 YEARS
AND HAPPY TO EXPLAIN ALL ABOUT OPAL

OPAL JEWELLERY
LOCAL ARTS & CRAFT
Syd’s perseverance paid off

HUTCHISON STREET
COOBER PEDY SA 5723
OPEN DAILY 7AM - 5PM
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‘We got the fever’
Pete and Pam Blackburn
explain how a fossicking
passion changed their lives

Pete enjoys
faceting
gems to
be set in
customdesigned
jewellery

from all walks of life. There are
those who like to exercise and
jog before a dig! Those who
prefer to ponder over writing short stories and poetry
reflecting on their experiences.
Even those who break out the
artist palette and capture the
scenes important to them.
Every year we get to see some
amazing pieces unearthed by
complete novices and by very
proud experienced fossickers
alike. Topaz being the main
gem in blue and clear, along

with the occasional aquamarine, and lots of smokey quartz
of varying depths of colour
shape and size.
Much of our time is spent
talking to people who want to
know more about how we facet
gems and make the jewellery,
along with information about
how to find the gems. We are
passionate about what we do
as it still is our hobby ... just totally and utterly out of control!

Gem hunting
equipment list
Fossicking equipment you
might need includes:
• Good maps
• Miner’s pick
• Scratching blade
• Sieves
• Shovel
• A ‘Willoughby’
• Inspection table
• Shaker box
• Hessian bag
• Sieve stand for dry sieving
• Buckets, water containers

Showtime!
Here are just a few of the bigger gem shows coming up:
June 30-Jul 2 Cloncurry
Rockhana Festival
July 14-16 Yowah Opal Festival
July 27-30 Lightning Ridge
Opal & Gem Festival
Aug 10-13 Gemfest (Anakie)
Aug19-20 Rockhampton Gem
Show

Click to comment

Pictured: Tour Guide, Ken Bice.

Our eyes were opened to the
world of fossicking back in the
late 1980s when we discovered
O’Brien’s Creek gemfields just
outside of Mt Surprise in Far
North Queensland. We’ve
always had a love of the great
outdoors and like to be active,
so it was an obvious progression to try digging holes and
sieving dirt in search of gems.
We were quickly hooked. We
saw a niche market and took
the bait and ran with it. The
shed was erected and fixtures
and fittings were sourced. Everything under one roof. Our
business ‘Mt Surprise Gem
Den’ was born. We live here,
play here, and still enjoy life
some 17 years down the track.
My husband Pete took to faceting gems and has been cutting
now for nearly 25 years. I
love the design of jewellery so
spend much of my time setting
the wonderful sparkling gems
produced by him.
We have been lucky enough to
meet and, in some cases, make
lasting friendships with people
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Explore a real gold mine that operated
during the harsh gold rush boom of the
1900s with one of our expert tour guides!
76 Violet Street
(03) 5443 8322
central-deborah.com
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